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Overview
For over a century, the Sag Harbor Cinema has been a landmark in 
the lively and culturally diverse Main Street district of Sag Harbor, New 
York, long a haven for writers, artists, and independent thinkers.  

Designed by renowned architect John Eberson—one of the great 
designers of atmospheric theaters—and beckoning moviegoers since 
the 1930s with its classic art deco neon sign, the cinema stands as 
a symbol of the progression of 20th-century culture: It started as a 
vaudeville and burlesque theater in the 1890s, then became a silent 
movie house that evolved to show talkies, and since the 1970s has 
remained one of the few single-screen art-house cinemas left in the 
country, thanks to the stewardship of Gerald Mallow, its owner and 
programmer for the past 38 years. On December 16, 2016, the cinema 
was partially destroyed by a fire that ripped through Sag Harbor’s Main 
Street, also damaging several adjacent buildings. The theater’s façade 
had to be demolished, but the auditorium was spared and the iconic 
sign salvaged from the rubble.

The Sag Harbor Cinema Arts Center believes that this pillar of 
the Village Historical District needs to be rebuilt and transformed 
into a state-of-the-art facility that re-energizes the cultural, 
educational, and economic life of Sag Harbor and the surrounding 
community.
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Vision for the Future
All over the country—from San Rafael, CA, to Traverse City, MI, 
to Boston, MA—cities big and small have given downtown movie 
theaters a second (or third, or fourth) life, renovating historic 
buildings to serve new generations of moviegoers, revitalize town 
centers, and bolster community spirit. In New York City alone, 
2016 has witnessed the opening of 2 new independent art-house 
theaters, with one more to come in 2017, and planned expansion 
of some established ones, such as the IFC Center in Greenwich 
Village.  

The residents of Sag Harbor have been lucky that their village movie 
theater has maintained much of its original character and continued 
to showcase the best of independent and foreign films (up until the 
late-2016 fire), thereby maintaining a loyal audience despite the 
building’s need for refurbishment and technical updating.

In view of a potential sale of the Sag Harbor Cinema, a few local 
denizens—functioning as the not-for-profit Sag Harbor Cinema Arts 
Center—banded together several years ago to save their beloved 
theater and help reimagine its future, a future that would build upon 
its already strong relationship with the community. The devastating 
recent Main Street fire has only made their effort more urgent, both 
for the cinema and the surrounding businesses.

The Sag Harbor Cinema Arts Center proposes to: 

• Enrich and focus the cinematic experience to better serve the area’s 
diverse communities and tastes, and create a destination venue for 
the entire East End region. An experienced curatorial team will craft 
compelling programs, screened in beautiful film prints and the highest-
level digital cinema and hosted by luminaries from the local community 
and around the world.  

• Rebuild and renovate the existing theater structure—maintaining its 
historical architectural style—and turn it into a state-of-the-art facility 
with the highest quality sound and image, comfortable seating, and 
an atmosphere that recalls the art deco sophistication of the theater’s 
heyday.  

• Partner with local schools, nonprofit organizations, and other 
stakeholders to fulfill their educational goals, as well as to reach 
out to and engage community members—especially young people 
and artists—to learn together and initiate social change through the 
powerful medium of cinema.

• Sustain itself as a nonprofit cinema, staffed and advised by experts 
in nonprofit administration and development, drawing a regular and 
reliable income from ticket and concessions sales, theater rental, state 
and local cultural funding sources, as well as corporate, foundation, 
and individual supporters.
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An Inspiring Cultural Center: 
Enriching and focusing the cinematic experience

Still an affordable way to entertain the whole family, filmgoing is both 
an escape from the everyday and a communal engagement unparal-
leled by any other medium. Targeted, high-quality film programming 
and a series of recurring initiatives will be extremely important to 
the success of the Sag Harbor Cinema as a community and cultural 
center.  

Our proposed three-screen, adaptable cinema model will help 
achieve this by establishing an ongoing relationship with local resi-
dents—both year-round and seasonal.

Year-round  
The main theater (200-250 seats) will screen the first-run independent, 
documentary, and foreign films the community has come to expect, but 
also Hollywood productions—marked by a strong director’s vision—
that do not always make it to the local multiplex.  

The repertory screening room (100-120 seats) will be used for a 
variety of series, including curated tributes and retrospectives that will 
focus on a specific filmmaker, theme, genre or time period, but which 
may not have the same audience draw as first-run movies.

The third screen (30 seats) will provide further programming flexibility, 
by allowing longer runs of the premier films or reruns of popular ones. It 
will also constitute a reliable source of income when rented for private 
screenings, which are much sought after on the East End. 

The Sag Harbor Cinema would also be a destination for the most 
important film events in the area, such as film premieres and sneak 
previews, and will provide an additional venue for existing institutions 
like the Hamptons Film Festival.

Summertime 
On busy summer weekends, more adventurous, genre-oriented 
films will be added to the late-night schedule in the main theater. In 
the smaller screening rooms, the onslaught of summer visitors will 
necessitate varied and ever-changing films series packed with classic 
and lesser-known titles alike.

Off-season  
The winter lends itself to more ritualistic viewing, with longer runs 
and more streamlined series in the smaller screening rooms. Given 
the smaller off-season audiences, the theater could use this time 
to concentrate on fostering close connections with year-round Sag 
Harbor residents, especially schoolchildren and community groups, by 
programming films that link to their curricula and initiatives.

Barry Jenkins’s Moonlight

Kelly Reichardt’s Certain Women

Otto Bell’s The Eagle Huntress

Park Chan-wook’s The Handmaiden

First-Run Films
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The Sag Harbor Cinema is inspired by nonprofit cinemas around 
the country, many of which screen a similar combination of first- 
or second-run and repertory films, as well as rich repertory pro-
grams. There are several regional institutions, in particular, that 
are thoughtfully curated, relevant, adventurous, and successful 
models:

 Film Forum, New York, NY
 Cinema Arts Centre, Huntington, NY
 Jacob Burns Film Center, Pleasantville, NY
 The Picture House, Pelham, NY
 The Avalon Theatre, Washington, D.C.
 Metrograph, New York, NY

Like these renowned institutions, the Sag Harbor Cinema will call 
upon the expertise of an executive director, an artistic director, 
and a board of directors to help guide the curatorial imagination 
of the institution.  

Drawing upon years of festival, cinémathèque, and commercial 
art-house exhibition experience—as well as extensive relation-
ships within the film industry—the curatorial team will tailor a 
schedule of programs to suit the lively, intellectual, and cultured 
community of the East End. 

Innovations in digital cinema, as well as the resurgence in inter-
est in film restoration and preservation, have led to an increase 
in available titles from major studios and archives. Furthermore, 
collaborations with museums, archives, and presenting institu-
tions, such as MoMA, the Film Society of Lincoln Center, Film 
Forum, the UCLA Film and Television Archive and the Gene 
Siskel Film Center of Chicago, will allow for shared engagements 
of touring film prints and shared costs of shipping, guest travel, 
and marketing.  

For special screenings, artists, filmmakers, writers, critics and 
other experts from within the community and around the world 
will appear in person to provide context for particular films, eluci-
dating their special cinematic qualities, historical importance, 
and relevance to contemporary life.

Repertory Series
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A State-of-the-Art 3-Screen Cinema: 
Renovating the existing structure

The challenge for independent cinemas, such as the Sag Harbor 
Cinema, is to create a communal moviegoing experience that is so 
pleasurable and immersive that no other mobile or home-based 
platform can compare.  

To accomplish that, we must rebuild and renovate the existing the-
ater space and equip it with the sound, image, and aesthetic fea-
tures that will attract casual moviegoers and savvy cinephiles alike.  

All audience members will revel in the clear projection, accurate 
sound levels, and deco-elegant environment, and current and bud-
ding cinephiles will also appreciate the Sag’s ability to project even 
the most precious archival print, and in a way that honors the film-
maker’s individual vision.

Redesign 

The Sag Harbor Cinema Arts Center has imagined a three-
screen theater structure, as illustrated in the provisional draw-
ings of New York-based studio NK Architects (see next page). 
Though it may slightly decrease the space in the main theater 
(200-250 seats), the addition of a smaller screening room on 
the first floor (100-120 seats) will allow for more varied types 
of programs and educational initiatives. The even smaller room 
upstairs (~30 seats) can accommodate longer runs of the main 
films and will generate rental income by satisfying the growing 
demand for private screening rooms.
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Additional drawings, as well as the 
engineering survey, appraisals, and 
itemized renovation costs are available 
upon request.

Second-Floor Plan

First-Floor Plan

30-Seat Theater

200–250-Seat Theater

100–120-Seat Theater
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Technical Improvements

The renowned projection and sound specialists firm, Digital 
Media Systems, is advising the Sag Harbor Cinema Arts Center 
and collaborating with NK Architects to design the projection 
booths and determine the equipment necessary to achieve the 
highest quality presentation, including—but not limited to—the 
following:

• Dual, variable speed 35mm film projectors

• Christie 2K digital cinema projectors

• Dolby integrated media servers for DCP and other playback

• Dolby digital cinema sound processors

• JBL Cinema speaker and surround systems

• Harkness screens and fully adjustable masking
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A Community Partner:
Collaborating with other local organizations

The Cinema Arts Center will forge partnerships with local schools, 
nonprofit organizations, and other stakeholders to engage in educa-
tion, outreach, and community development programs. For example, 
we could:

• Team up with local students and teachers to create afternoon film 
programs that complement their curriculum,

• Call upon area experts to introduce screenings and educate audi-
ences,

• Host free screenings for schools and community groups,
• Develop filmmaking workshops and cinema appreciation courses,
• Cross-promote one another’s programs.

These expanded learning opportunities will help broaden the audi-
ence’s worldview and open their eyes to the wealth of cultural and 
natural resources in their own community, whether they are year-
round residents or seasonal visitors.  
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Capital Improvement Plan & 
Theater Renovation

Phase 1

• Purchase building from current owner
• Incorporate as a nonprofit organization, establish key staff, and 

finalize board of directors and board of advisors
• Initiate capital improvement plan, including public campaign 

aimed at community involvement
• Rebuild key theater components and replace/upgrade technol-

ogy as needed
• Institute permanent development structure

Phase 2

• Establish a fellowship program for established and emerging art-
ists, local and international, working in the medium of film
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Three-Year Plan & Budget
During the first three years of operation post-rebuild, the Sag Harbor 
Cinema Arts Center is committed to bringing its programming to its 
full potential and establishing its presence as a community partner. 
And as a self-sustaining nonprofit cinema, we will continue to gener-
ate income by:

• Hiring a staff and board with experience in nonprofit administra-
tion and development, as well as a deep understanding of film 
exhibition and theater management;

• Programming and promoting screenings with robust box-office 
sales; selling premium concessions, both traditional (popcorn, 
soda) and high-end (healthy, local, organic); and offering mer-
chandise such as t-shirts, books, and posters that tie into our 
programming;

• Renting out the theater and its operations staff for special 
events, such as film premieres and festivals;

• Securing general operating support from state and local cultural 
funding sources, corporations and foundations, and individuals 
who will be encouraged to become members at an array of different 
donor levels.

Please review our proposed three-year operating budget on the fol-
lowing page.
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Figures are based on percentage calculations from comparable nonprofit cinemas.

INCOME Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Admissions $220,000 $231,000 $242,550

Concessions $40,000 $42,000 $44,100

Memberships $50,000 $52,500 $55,125

Merchandise $5,000 $5,250 $5,513

Coffee Shop Rental $60,000 $60,900 $61,814

Theater Rental $35,000 $36,750 $38,588

Subtotal $410,000 $430,500 $452,025

Individual Gifts* $100,000 $105,000 $110,250

Grants and Sponsorships $400,000 $420,000 $441,000

Endowment Interest

Total Income $910,000 $955,500 $1,003,275

EXPENSES

Salaries and Benefits $410,000 $416,150 $422,392

Fees (Graphics, Accountant, etc) $27,274 $27,683 $28,098

Travel, Entertainment, Events $15,000 $15,225 $15,453

Advertising $26,000 $26,390 $26,786

Printing $10,764 $10,925 $11,089

Shipping $16,800 $17,052 $17,308

Program Supplies $4,817 $4,889 $4,963

Equipment $5,000 $5,075 $5,151

Film Rental $72,497 $73,584 $74,688

Office Supplies, $5,345 $5,425 $5,507

Utilities $32,969 $33,464 $33,965

Real Estate Taxes $11,226 $11,394 $11,565

Insurance $35,000 $35,525 $36,058

Legal Fees $25,000 $15,000 $15,000

Total Expenses $697,692 $697,782 $708,024

Revenue $212,308 $257,718 $295,251

Revenue less Grants/Sponsorship -$187,692 -$162,282 -$145,749

Three-Year Budget
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Randolph R. Croxton, FAIA, is the founder of Croxton Col-
laborative Architects, PC, in New York City, and is recog-
nized as a founder of the sustainable/green architectural 
movement in the US. A longtime resident of Sag Harbor, he 
helped achieve National Historic Landmark status for the 
Old Whalers’ Church and intervened to protect the Mu-
nicipal Building and the Bulova Watchcase Building from 
demolition. He has received the profession’s highest award 
for design excellence, the AIA National Honor Award, and 
has twice received the National Leadership Award of the 
U.S. Green Building Council. 

Giulia D’Agnolo Vallan is a writer and film curator, and a 
scholar of American cinema. Among her books are mono-
graphs devoted to Clint Eastwood, John Carpenter, Robert 
Aldrich, William Friedkin, and John Landis. Her most recent 
volume, Altman, was published by Abrams Books in 2014. 
She is the US Programmer and a Selection Committee 
member of the Venice Film Festival. Her tributes and retro-
spectives have been featured at Film Forum, the Museum 
of the Moving Image, the American Cinematheque, and the 
Cinémathèque Française.

Andrew Fierberg has produced more than 40 independent 
films, including his most recent, Laurie Simmons’s My Art, 
and is the executive producer on the second season of 
The Girlfriend Experience. His work intersects architecture, 
cinema, and the art gallery; most notably, he was the media 
producer for the American Pavilion at the 2014 Architecture 
Biennale in Venice. Andrew sits on the Finance Committee 
of Film Forum, as well as on the Board of Advisors of BOMB 
Magazine and the Storefront for Art and Architecture. He is 
also an associate at Harvard University’s Carpenter Center 
for the Visual Arts. 

Eric Fischl is an internationally recognized artist with a pas-
sion for art education and access. He has spearheaded phil-
anthropic endeavors that focus on art and art education’s 
ability to unify people of diverse opinions and positions.

April Gornik is an artist and community activist/organizer 
working with the Sag Harbor Partnership, which will act 
as fiscal sponsor until the Sag Harbor Cinema Arts Center 
achieves 501(c)(3) status. She has fundraised for local and 
national causes, and believes in the power of culture to 
unite and move a community forward.

Edmund Hollander is the founder and president of Hol-
lander Design/Landscape Architects, with offices in New 
York City, Chicago, and Sag Harbor. Hollander Design 
has won numerous awards from the American Society of 
Landscape Architects, the American Institute of Archi-
tects, the Royal Institute of British Architects, and many 
other groups. He has worked on hundreds of projects on 
the East End and is currently assisting the Village of Sag 
Harbor with the design and planning of the new John 
Steinbeck Waterfront Park and the restoration of Long 
Wharf. Edmund is on the board of the New York Restora-
tion Project and sits on the Dean’s Council at the Graduate 
School of Design at the University of Pennsylvania. 

Ron Kaplan has spent the past 30 years in real estate 
finance and development and was formerly chief invest-
ment officer at New York Stock Exchange-listed Federal 
Realty Investment Trust, where he was instrumental in 
creating their pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use development 
division responsible for Santana Row, Bethesda Row, 
and Pentagon Row.  A specialist working with nonprofits 
and cities, and on behalf of the District of Columbia, Ron 
led the structuring of some of the most high-profile real 
estate developments in the DC area, including the $1 bil-
lion mixed-use redevelopment of the former DC Conven-
tion Center site and the redevelopment of the Southwest 
Waterfront corridor.

Allen Kopelson, AIA, PP, CID, and a resident of Sag Har-
bor since 1984, is a founding principal of NK Architects, 
a leading regional planning and design firm with offices 
in New Jerse and New York City.  Allen’s firm has been 

Project Leaders
This Sag Harbor Cinema revitalization effort started 
when the theater was first put on the market in 2010, 
with a study conceived by film writer/curator Giulia 
D’Agnolo Vallan and producer Andrew Fierberg and 
financed by the Save Sag Harbor advocacy group. 
This proposal is an evolution of that study, taking into 
account new trends in movie-going habits, technology, 
demographics, and the growth of the art-house scene. 
The Sag Harbor Cinema Arts Center committee is 
comprised of the following individuals.
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involved in many community theater and performing arts 
projects, including the Mayo Performing Arts Center (MPAC) 
and the historic Count Basie Theatre in Red Bank, NJ, as 
well as the design of numerous auditoriums and performing 
arts spaces for colleges and universities.

Susan Lacy created the celebrated PBS series, American 
Masters, and served as its executive producer for 29 years. 
She then formed Pentimento Productions. Under an HBO 
exclusive, multiyear production contract, she has completed 
a film about Steven Spielberg and is in production on films 
about Jane Fonda and Ralph Lauren. Under Susan’s leader-
ship, American Masters earned a record 71 Emmy nomina-
tions and 28 wins, along with 12 Peabodys, three Grammys, 
two Oscars, and a host of other awards, including the Pro-
ducers Guild award for best documentary series for three 
consecutive years. The multi–award-winning films she has 
directed include subjects as diverse as Leonard Bernstein, 
David Geffen, Paul Simon, Joni Mitchell, Lena Horne, Rod 
Serling, and Judy Garland.

Susan Mead is a partner in a major law firm specializing 
in land use and municipal law. She has many years of pro 
bono experience serving as chair and on the board of many 
nonprofits dedicated to the arts and historic preservation.

Michael Namer is the founder and CEO of Alfa Develop-
ment, established in 1980 and LEED Gold-Certified in 2007. 
He started building in the Hamptons in 1976 and has lived 
in Sag Harbor since. His skill sets include 40-plus years 
of construction management, transactional, financial, real 
estate, and historical preservation experience.

Robert Stein is deputy mayor of the Village of Sag Harbor, 
and serves on the boards of Mashashimuet Park and Space 
on Ryder Farm. A former member of the British Mental 
Health Film Council, he is a psychoanalyst trained at the 
Tavistock Centre in England who practices in New York City 
and Sag Harbor, specializing in sleep disorders and child 
developmental issues.

Gregg Winter is a founder and principal of W Financial, a 
new alternative opportunities fund, and owner and CEO of 
Winter & Company, a commercial mortgage advisory firm 
focusing on financing for developers. He is a leading lender 
and commercial debt and equity advisor in New York. Gregg 
served as a principal of W&W Associates, Inc., a mortgage 
investment business established in 1963 by his father, Jack 
Winter. He is on the Finance Committee of the Real Estate 
Board of New York, is a member of the Real Estate Lenders 
Association, and is a New York State licensed real estate 
broker. He deeply loves Sag Harbor and will not rest until 
the Cinema is successfully rebuilt.


